Workflows
for
FOCUS Pro and FOCUS Enterprise
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Workflows

Workflows Module
Workflows are essentially queries into the FOCUS database looking for a set of circumstances that
occur, normally within a specified date range. FOCUS provides you with a set of standard Workflows
that users customise to meet their requirements. The output of the Workflow is a list of records meeting
the criteria of the query.
Users are able to view Workflows on screen and use them to navigate to the events requiring their
attention. They can also be used to create a printable, exportable Report on Demand.
Users of FOCUS Enterprise are also able to set up schedules to email or print the results of Workflows
at any given date and time.
The Workflow module capabilities are summarised thus:

Lite

Pro

Enterprise

Workflows on
Screen
Reports on Demand

Scheduled Email

Scheduled Printed
Reports

1.1

Screen Layout
You can create as many Workflows as you wish.
Workflows can be shown expanded, where you see the records in a grid....
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...or collapsed, where you see the summary only:

You can set the Workflow to automatically revert to the collapsed view if there are no records, but
otherwise show the expanded view.
A User can set the Workflow Screen to be his/her Welcome screen when they Log In to Focus via the
User | Options form:

Click on the
button to change the order of the Workflows on Screen. This opens the ReOrder grid where you can drag Workflows to change the order:
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1.2

Workflows

Editing
A User can program the traffic lights to turn Red, Yellow or Green depending on the number of records
the Workflow finds.

Important: The first Count figure (10) is the number of records found matching the Workflow, and the 2nd
figure(183) is the number of employees belonging to the Groups searched.
Right Click Menu: If your Workflow lists employees, you can right-click on an employee in the grid to
navigate to the Timesheet, Calendar etc.
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To Add a Workflow, either right-click the background of the form, or right-click the background of an
existing Workflow:

Right-clicking the Workflow allows you to Edit or Delete the existing Workflow and to generate a Report
on Demand.
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Clicking Add or Edit opens the Workflow Edit Form:

Use the Workflow Type selector to choose the basic Workflow.

Select a particular Group of employees as the target for the
Workflow, or All the Groups you have access rights to view.

Create a Custom Name for the Workflow,
rather than the generic name provided by
Focus.
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Set the number of times an event must occur before fulfilling the Workflow.
e.g. 'Employees Late In > 3 times in the last month'. Note that in this case
the Workflow lists all instances of lateness which will be 4 records or more.

Limit the maximum number of rows that the expanded Workflow view takes
up.

If there a no records found by the Workflow, conserve screen space by
collapsing the Workflow view automatically.

Program the Traffic Light indicator shown on the Workflow. Here
the indicator will show Green when there are 2 records or fewer.
Five or more records causes the indicator to show Red.
Between 2 and 5 shows Yellow.

Note: Workflows usually require attention the more records
there are (e.g. Holidays booked, Overtime worked, Clockings
Late). But there are occasions, such as "Who's In" where a low
number of records would indicate a problem. In these
Workflows, the logic is reversed and the order of the Traffic
Lights is reversed:
Here, 50 or fewer employees clocked In shows the Red traffic
light.

This frame allows you to enter
extra information depending on
the basic Type of Workflow you
have selected.

1.3

Profiles
To make programming the Workflows efficient for multiple Users you can group Users into Profiles. All
the Users in a Profile will see the same Profiled Workflows which they will generally be unable to edit.
Users may also be able to add their own Private Workflows subject to having the rights to do so. Set up
the Profile Names in the System | System Setup | Workflow tab:
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Add Users to Profiles in the System | User Setup | Workflow tab:

Within the Workflow | Edit | Profiles tab, link a Workflow to one or more Profiles.
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Note: If you set up a Workflow for an Employee Group and the User has no rights to view that Group, the
Workflow will not return any records for that User.

Using the Profile Selector on the main Workflow screen, a User
can view All his Workflows, all Workflows for a particular Profile or
just the Workflows he has created.
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Note: Workflows you have created are indicated by an asterisk added to the title:

1.4

Email
Workflow Email is possible when you run the Workflow Module with FOCUS Enterprise.
Make sure your FOCUS Email system is configured.
Provide the Users you wish to receive emails with one or more email addresses in System | User
Setup:
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Separate multiple email addresses with a semicolon.
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On the Workflow | Edit | Email tab:

Tick the Enable Email box.

Select Recipients. Group Supervisors are Users who have
access rights to the Groups in the Workflow. Suppose I
create a Workflow for the 'Drivers' group. Group
Supervisors for the Drivers Group are those Users who
have the Drivers Group ticked in their User Setup. If I
select 'All My Groups' when setting up a Workflow,
FOCUS determines all the Groups I have access to and
emails all the Users who also have access rights to those
groups.
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You can elect to send the Workflow results as a list
within the body of the email, or as an attachment in the
form of a printable, exportable Report, or as both.

Schedule the FOCUS Service to
run the Workflow as many times as
you require.

When the Service runs the Workflow, it determines
whether to send an email based on the number of records
the Workflow returns:
'Always' will always send the email, even if there are no
records.
'Whenever Records' requires at least one record before the
email is sent.
'Amber' will only send an email if the Traffic Light is 'out of
the Green'.
'Red' sends the email only for the most critical level.

Clicking on the 'Run Now' button will run the
Workflow and send an email to test the
system. The 'Last Ran' box shows the date and
time when this Workflow was last executed.

Email Log
The Email Log keeps a record of when the Workflow runs and whether an email was sent as a result.
The Workflow below is set to email daily at 09:10. Notice the actual email is sent during the next
minute. Click on the summary in the grid to examine the detail of the email sent.
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The status will say:
Timed: The schedule ran and an email was sent;
Unsent: The schedule ran and an email was not sent because there were insufficient records;
Manual: An email was sent manually by clicking the 'Run Now' button.
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The log retains data for a set number of days:

The number of days can be modified by clicking the 'Change' button.

1.5

Print
Creating Scheduled Workflow Printed Reports is possible when running the Workflow Module with
FOCUS Enterprise.
On the Workflow | Edit | Print tab:
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Make sure the 'Enable Print' tickbox is selected

Choose the system Printer
you wish to print the
scheduled report

Set the Print Schedule for the times and dates you wish the Report
to be printed.
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Set the number of records necessary to trigger the
Printed Report (see email for details)
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